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Abstract
Phenotypic variation in hybridizing species or subspecies is a prerequisite for allowing conservation ecologists and wildlife managers to identify parental populations and their hybrids in the ﬁeld. We assessed the reliability of a set of eight morphological (body size and pelage characters) and four anatomical criteria (skull and intestine morphometric measurements) to distinguish between 302 French specimens classiﬁed as wildcat, domestic cat or
hybrid on the basis of a Bayesian analysis (STRUCTURE) of their multilocus microsatellite genotypes. This aim was achieved by performing a set of
multivariate analyses on morphological, anatomical and genetic data sets (Hill and Smith’s analysis, co-inertia analysis and discriminant analysis of
principal components). Wildcats and domestic cats were very satisfactorily distinguished, even when using simple non-invasive morphological criteria
easily usable in the ﬁeld like the morphology of the tail, dorsal line or ﬂank stripes. Using anatomical instead of morphological characters slightly
increased the discriminating power. Many more difﬁculties arose when we tried to distinguish hybrid specimens from both wildcat and domestic ones.
Anatomical characters performed better than morphological ones in recognizing hybrids, but the assignment success rate remained very low, about
31.6% and 1.5%, respectively. Overall, the most discriminating characters were two continuous, derived anatomical characters: the cranial index followed by the intestinal index. Classiﬁcation of specimens in three classes based on their microsatellite genotypes appeared to be inadequate for identifying hybrid specimens, as hybrid specimens seemed to be distributed along an anatomical continuum. With this observation in mind, we assessed the
linear relationships between a proxy of the individual level of hybridization (qik) and the cranial and intestinal indices, respectively. Both relationships
were highly signiﬁcant. The greatest correlation was found with the cranial index (R² = 60.4%). Altogether, our results suggest that future work should
be geared towards enhancing the measure of hybridization using more discriminating molecular markers and improving morphometric skull measurements through the use of modern geometric morphometric methods, using landmarks rather than skull dimension.
Key words: Hybridization – multivariate analysis – morphometry – wildcat – Felis silvestris silvestris

Introduction
The role of hybridization in the evolution of living organisms
has been extensively discussed among evolutionary ecologists
(e.g. Arnold 1992; Dowling and Secor 1997; Barton 2001;
Fitzpatrick 2004). Strikingly, interspecies hybridization can facilitate evolutionary diversiﬁcation in both plants and animals,
including the origin of new species (Rieseberg 1997; Arnold
2004; Grant et al. 2005) so that hybridization can lead to evolutionary innovation and even speciation, especially via the production of novel genotypes/phenotypes (Anderson and Stebbins
1954; Barton and Hewitt 1985; Allendorf et al. 2001; Rieseberg
et al. 2003). However, when hybridization is driven by anthropogenic changes (e.g. invasive species, domestication, habitat loss
and fragmentation), that is, human-induced hybridization, it
might become a conservation concern. Non-natural hybridization
may have little effect on the genetic integrity of wild populations
when it occurs in a narrow zone between two common, geographically widespread species (Barton and Hewitt 1985). However, in cases of already rare or endangered populations,
hybridization can also result in the genetic swamping of the rare
population by the main one (Rhymer and Simberloff 1996).
Understanding this phenomenon is of prime importance not only
to assess its evolutionary relevance, but also as a conceptual
basis for designing adequate conservation strategies for endan-
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gered populations showing signs of admixture with other taxa. It
is still unclear how threatening the human-induced hybridization
really is and whether some zoological groups or biogeographical
regions may be more prone to foster such processes.
Several cases of hybridization threats involving terrestrial carnivores have been reported in canids (American wild canids,
Lehman et al. 1991; Wayne and Jenks 1991; Roy et al. 1994;
Reich et al. 1999; Miller et al. 2003; Fredrickson and Hedrick
2006; Hailer and Leonard 2008; and domestic dogs Canis familiaris/wild canids, Gottelli et al. 1994; Vila and Wayne 1999;
Randi and Lucchini 2002; Elledge et al. 2008; Hindrikson et al.
2012), in mustelids (Davison et al. 1999; Lode et al. 2005;
Cabria et al. 2011) and in felids (Beaumont et al. 2001; Lecis
et al. 2006; Oliveira et al. 2008a,b; O’Brien et al. 2009;
Schwartz et al. 2004; Homyack et al. 2008; Trigo et al. 2008)
involving or not the domestic cat Felis silvestris catus. The
hybridization complex between the domestic cat and the European wildcat F. s. silvestris, as well as some cases involving
domestic dogs, polecats Mustela putorius (Lode et al. 2005),
American mink Neovison vison (Kidd et al. 2009; Tamlin et al.
2009), red fox Vulpes vulpes (Sacks et al. 2011) or arctic fox
Alopex lagopus (Noren et al. 2009), describes situations in which
the hybridizing populations are conspeciﬁc, that is, domestic and
wild forms of the same species. Such situations are especially
difﬁcult to assess because genetic and morphological differences
between subspecies or domestic and wild forms are less clear-cut
than in separate species, hindering the detection of hybrids.
The European wildcat is widely distributed in Europe, ranging
from Eastern Europe to Portugal and from Scotland to Italy, with
the notable exception of Scandinavia (Nowell and Jackson
1996), but its detailed geographical distribution is only known in
France (Say et al. 2012). For 25 years, its hybridization pattern
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with feral domestic cats had been assessed through molecular
approaches in numerous places within its distribution area
(French et al. 1988; Hubbard et al. 1992; Daniels et al. 1998;
Beaumont et al. 2001; Daniels and Corbett 2003; Pierpaoli et al.
2003; Kitchener et al. 2005; Lecis et al. 2006; Oliveira et al.
2008a,b; Hertwig et al. 2009; O’Brien et al. 2009; Eckert
et al. 2010). Varying degrees of hybridization have been found,
suggesting that the risk of hybridization is not uniform throughout the continent or across habitat types. Unfortunately, these
studies used different methods, making a formal comparison of
hybridization patterns difﬁcult. Overall, it seems that the concept
of ‘pure’ wildcat should be ruled out mainly due to the old
sympatry and interbreeding history of these two subspecies
(Daniels and Corbett 2003), but that some genetically distinct
populations of cats having the European wildcat phenotype and
functional ecology persist in Europe (Daniels and Corbett 2003;
Germain et al. 2008, 2009; O’Brien et al. 2009; Say et al. 2012).
As a prerequisite for the conservation of such populations, relevant diagnostic tools for the correct identiﬁcation of the three
morphs are needed (domestic, hybrid and wildcat, Reig et al.
2001). Ideally, these tools should be based on simple, non-invasive
morphological criteria easily usable and recordable in the ﬁeld
rather than on anatomical criteria, needing corpses to be analysed
in the laboratory. Morphological and anatomical characteristics
have been historically used to describe the ‘typical’ wildcat,
more recently in combination with molecular data, for identifying wild, domestic and hybrids forms in museum collection
or in ﬁeld work (Schauenberg 1969, 1977; Piechocki 1990;
Puzachenko 1996; Yamaguchi et al. 2004; Kitchener et al. 2005;
Krueger et al. 2009; Platz et al. 2011). However, both morphological (e.g. pelage shape and colour) and anatomical criteria
(e.g. skull morphometry) appeared variable across study sites,
and the main pitfall remains the identiﬁcation of hybrids (e.g.
Krueger et al. 2009).
Here, we used a sample of 302 specimens (O’Brien et al. 2009;
Say et al. 2012) for which we compiled both the multilocus microsatellite genotype and a combination of morphological characters (pelage, body size), anatomical characters (cranial and
intestinal morphometry) and their derived indices to assess the
reliability of these criteria to identify domestic, hybrid and wildcat
specimens. The overall approach was to use as a reference the
genetic classiﬁcation established on multilocus genotyping for
comparing the power of morphological and anatomical characters
to assign specimens in these reference groups, as for example,
Krueger et al. (2009) did, instead of deﬁning reference groups
with morphological and anatomical characters (e.g. Platz et al.
(2011)). More precisely, we investigated two different topics:
1) Assessing the correlation between morphological, anatomical
and genetic data, as a prerequisite of the general approach
described above;
2) Investigating the power of morphological and anatomical
characters for assigning specimens into a well-established and
genetically based three-group classiﬁcation.

Material and methods
Sampling and genetic classiﬁcation of specimens
Specimens (n = 341, entire corpses, skulls or tissue samples only) were
collected as road-killed free-living tabby cats (possibly F. s. s. and F. s. c.)
in north-eastern France (covering an area of 142.000 km² from 1994 to
2006 by the French National Agency for Wildlife (Ofﬁce National de la
Chasse et de la Faune Sauvage, ONCFS, Say et al. 2012). The genetic classiﬁcation of these n = 341 specimens as wild, domestic and hybrid cats
based on multilocus microsatellite genotypes (12 microsatellite loci) was
made following the approach previously described in detail in the study by
O’Brien et al. (2009) and used after in the study by Say et al. (2012). This

approach allowed us to attribute to each specimen a qik value ranging from
0 to 1 and quantifying the proportion of the multilocus microsatellite genotype of each specimen belonging to the wildcat genetic cluster determined
by the STRUCTURE software (Pritchard et al. 2000). qik values can thus
be interpreted as a measure of the individual levels of hybridization (Supporting Information SM1). As we added 75 new specimens, and hence
genotypes, in the data set compared with Say et al. (2012), we redid the
overall analysis of the genetic classiﬁcation, including the assessment of
the power of admixture analysis and the threshold determination. From this
new analysis, specimens having a qik value higher than 0.870 were classiﬁed as wildcats, those having a qik value lower than 0.086 were classiﬁed
as domestic cats, and intermediate values of qik deﬁned hybrid specimens
(thresholds obtained from simulation study, Supporting Information SM1).

Morphological and anatomical characterization of specimens
For n = 39 specimens, we only recovered tissue sample, and these specimens were excluded from subsequent analyses due to the lack of morphological and anatomical information. Consequently, the initial data set
for this study was n = 302 specimens (117 females, 174 males and 11
unsexed). These n = 302 specimens were genetically classiﬁed as follows: 190 wildcats, 36 domestic cats and 76 hybrids. Whenever possible,
specimens were characterized on eight morphological (i.e. external) and
ﬁve anatomical (i.e. internal) characters (Daniels et al. 1998; Yamaguchi
et al. 2004; Krueger et al. 2009; Table 1). From these anatomical characters, we ﬁrst computed the cranial index ci, which has been proven to be
a reliable discriminating variable (e.g. Schauenberg 1969, 1977; Krueger
et al. 2009). Second, we corrected the intestinal length for differences in
body size across specimens by dividing it by the head + body length hbl
to derive the standardized intestinal index ii (Schauenberg 1977). Specimens were thus characterized by four anatomical characters in subsequent
analyses (Table 1). Note that sometimes the state or the unavailability of
the entire corpse (i.e. only the skull was available) did not allow us to
record all characters for all the 302 specimens used here. Consequently,
the initial data set for this study (n = 302 specimens) had to be reduced
in size depending on the analysis. The complete list of specimens is
given in Supporting Information SM2.

Statistical analysis
Relating morphological and anatomical characters to multilocus
genotypes using co-inertia analysis
Because of the substantial number of correlated explanatory variables
(eight morphological characters and four anatomical characters, Table 1),
we used multivariate analyses to characterize specimens. To test for a
relationship between morphological/anatomical and genetic data, two separate co-inertia analyses (COIA, Doledec and Chessel 1994; Dray et al.
2003) were used: (1) morphological characters and genetic data
(COIAmorpho/genet, n = 270) and (2) anatomical characters and genetic
data (COIAanat/genet, n = 68). For that purpose, we performed a Hill and
Smith’ analysis (HSA, Hill and Smith 1976), allowing us to combine
quantitative and qualitative morpho-anatomical variables in a principal
component analysis (PCA), on both morphological (HSAmorpho, n = 270
specimens) and anatomical (HSAanat, n = 68 specimens) data sets. As
Felis silvestris species are sexually dimorphic (Krueger et al. 2009), we
removed a possible ‘sex’ effect by taking the residuals of the ANOVA of
each variable predicted by sex. We also performed a principal component
analysis (PCA) on allelic frequencies on the corresponding genetic data
set (PCAgenet/morpho and PCAgenet/anat). We then linked HSA and PCA
through COIA (Dray et al. 2003). The global relationships between the
two matrices in COIAs were quantiﬁed using the RV coefﬁcient (i.e. a
multivariate equivalent of R², Robert and Escouﬁer 1976). All multivariate analyses were performed using the packages ade4 (Chessel et al.
2004) and adegenet 1.3 (Jombart 2008) of the R 2.15 software (Ihaka
and Gentleman 1996; R Development Core Team 2012; http://www.
r-project.org).

Assessing the discriminating power of morphological and anatomical characters
We used discriminant analysis of principal components (DAPC, Jombart
et al. 2010) to evaluate how the morphological and anatomical characters
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Table 1. Morphological and anatomical characters recorded on specimens (FC: domestic like, FS: wildcat like). When we were unable to conﬁdently
diagnose phenotypes, we attributed the modality ‘D: doubtful’ to specimens
Character
Morphological

Name
abbreviation

Type
Body size

Pelage

Weight w
Head+body length hbl
Tarsus length tarl
Tail length tail
Pelage colour fc
Tail shape ts

Dorsal line dl
Flank stripes fs

Anatomical

Internal Organs
Cranial

Derived

Internal Organs
Cranial

Intestinal length il
Greatest length of skull gls
Cranial volume cv
Shape of parietal suture sps
Mandible m
Intestinal index ii
Cranial index ci

can be used to classify the individuals with regard to the genetic classiﬁcation determined using STRUCTURE. In both cases, the three reference
groups deﬁned with STRUCTURE (wildcats, domestic cats and hybrids,
O’Brien et al. 2009; Say et al. 2012) were used as a priori groups.
We performed DAPC on both HSAmorpho and HSAanat individual
scores. DAPC generates discriminant functions (DF) representing the linear combinations of the original variables that most differ across groups.
We conducted two DAPCs: DAPCmorpho (n = 270) and DAPCanat
(n = 68) on the eight and four components of HSAmorpho and HSAanat,
respectively, for morphological and anatomical data. The percentage of
correctly classiﬁed cases indicates how effective the DF are in identifying
group differences and, hence, how the variables used in DAPCs are relevant to distinguishing between wildcats, domestic cats and their hybrids.

Results
COIA on morphological characters and allelic frequencies
When performing the HSA on morphological characters
(HSAmorpho, eight variables on 270 specimens), we retained the
two-ﬁrst axes explaining 35.49% and 21.69% of the observed
variation in morphological data. The ﬁrst HSAmorpho axis F1 is
clearly linked to the distinction between domestic and wildcat
morphs (Fig. 1a): the typical wildcat pelage characters (fs: lateral
stripes are not pronounced and not linked to the back line; dl:
dorsal line stops at root of the tail; ts: large tail with a large,
rounded, black tip and at least two black bands that completely
encircled it, Table 1) grouped together. The second axis is the
size and body mass axis (variables w, hbl, tarl and tail). Note
that the ‘doubtful’ modality of the ﬂank stripes, pelage colour
and dorsal line characters (Table 1) are more correlated with the
second axis, whereas the ‘doubtful’ modality of the tail shape
character grouped with wild characters (Fig. 1a). However, sample sizes are very low for these ‘doubtful’ modalities (between 4
and 17 specimens depending on variables) so that no strong conclusion from this pattern can be drawn. For the PCAgenet/morpho
on allelic frequencies, we also retained the two-ﬁrst axes of the
J Zoolog Syst Evol Res (2014) 52(2), 154--162
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Unity/modalities/formula
kg
mm
mm
mm
light-tawny (FS)-/grey-coloured
pelage (FC)
Large with a large, rounded,
black tip and at least two black
bands that completely encircled
the tail (FS) /narrow with a tip
tapered to a point, black bands
that do not completely encircle
the tail (FC)
Stops at root of the tail (FS)/
continues onto tail (FC)
Lateral stripes that are not
pronounced and not linked to
the backline (FS)/pronounced
lateral stripes and linked to
the back line
mm
mm
cm3
Sinuous (FS)/straight (FC)
Equilibrated (FS)/disequilibrated (FC)
ii = il / hbl
ci = gls / cv

Comment/reference

Not used in the analysis
Not used in the analysis
Not used in the analysis
Schauenberg (1977)
Schauenberg (1969)

153 existing explaining a total of 6.33% of the observed
variation in allelic frequencies.
The overall similarity in the structure of the morphological
data set and the genetic data set highlighted by the COIAmorpho/
genet resulted in a RV coefﬁcient of 0.254. Most of this costructure between the two data sets was accounted for by the ﬁrst axis
(F1, 79.43%) of the COIAmorpho/genet. The correlation between
F1 individual scores of HSAmorpho and PCAgenet/morpho was
highly signiﬁcant (Spearman q = 0.47, p < 10 4, n = 270), suggesting that the morphological characters, mainly pelage characters, capture the essential features of the genetic variability
(Fig. 2). Indeed, the comparative distribution of HSAmorpho and
PCAgenet/morpho F1 individual scores for the three preclassiﬁed
STRUCTURE groups (wild, domestic and hybrid cats) showed
that the F1 axis of HSAmorpho allows us to clearly identify wild
and domestic cats, whereas the hybrid group showed a greater
variance in F1 coordinates and seemed to be separated into two
subgroups with intermediate phenotype: hybrid with wildcat morphological characters and hybrids with domestic characteristics
(Fig. 2). The use of binary qualitative variables broke the continuous gradient from domestic to wildcat captured using genetic
features. Nonetheless, hybrids with wildcat phenotype are those
having the highest PCAgenet/morpho scores compared with hybrids
with domestic phenotype. Note also that two genetically deﬁned
wildcats had a HSAmorpho F1 score similar to the domestic
specimens (FS0317 and FS6812).

COIA on anatomical characters and allelic frequencies
We also retained the ﬁrst two axes of HSAanat explaining 68.14%
and 16.87% of the observed variation in anatomical data (four
variables on 68 specimens). On the ﬁrst axis, low values of both
cranial and intestinal indices grouped together with the sinuous
modality of the shape of the parietal structure, a typical character
of wildcats (Fig. 1b). On the contrary, the mandible character
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Bivariate plot of the two-ﬁrst scores generated by a Hill and Smith analysis performed on (a) morphological characters HSAmorpho and (b) anatomical characters HSAanat. The three groups, wild, hybrid and domestic cats, are genetically determined. Crosses, triangles and circles represent individuals, and inertia ellipses of each group are displayed by different colours.

Fig. 2. HSAmorpho F1 individual scores (x-axis) against PCAgenet/morpho
F1 individual scores (y-axis) for the three preclassiﬁed STRUCTURE
groups (wild, domestic and hybrid cats, n = 270). Identity line y = x as
well as box plots for each STRUCTURE group and F1 scores are also
displayed.

seemed to be accessory in differentiating specimens (Fig. 1b).
The ﬁrst two of the 68 existing PCAgenet/anat axes explained a
total of 10.23% of the observed variation in allelic frequencies.
COIAanat/genet resulted in a RV coefﬁcient of 0.328. The ﬁrst
axis F1 of COIAanat/genet accounted for 85.72% of the costructure.
The correlation between F1 individual scores of HSAanat and
PCAgenet/anat was highly signiﬁcant (Spearman q = 0.51,
p < 10 4, n = 68) so that the anatomical characters, but mandible
shape captured the essential features of the genetic variability as
well if not better than morphological characters (Fig. 3).
Sample size for domestic specimen is very low (n = 7) so that
it is difﬁcult to comment the distribution of HSAanat F1 scores
for the domestic group despite its variance appeared to be higher
than for the HSAmorpho F1 scores (Figs 2 and 3). For hybrid and
wildcat specimens, the same conclusions as for the COIAmorpho/
genet can be drawn: anatomical characters led to separate hybrid
specimen in two subgroups, whereas they identiﬁed well the
wildcat specimens (Fig. 3).
Reassignment of specimens using discriminant analysis
Both DAPCmorpho and DAPCanat, performed on morphological
and anatomical characters, respectively, produced one discrimi-

Fig. 3. HSAanat F1 individual scores (x-axis) against PCAgenet/anat F1
individual scores (y-axis) for the three preclassiﬁed STRUCTURE groups
(wild, domestic and hybrid cats, n = 68). Identity line y = x as well as
box plots for each STRUCTURE group and F1 scores are also displayed.

nant axis. We used the DF associated with this discriminant axis
to reassign specimens into the three reference groups established
by the STRUCTURE analysis.
The ﬁrst axis of DAPCmorpho corresponds almost exactly to
the ﬁrst principal component of HSAmorpho so that the DF are
essentially based on pelage characters. The overall reassignment
success rate (RSR) is 73% (197 of 270), and the main error type
almost fully concerns hybrid specimens (67 of 68) reassigned to
both domestic and wildcat groups with a predominance of false
reassignment to the wildcat group (43 of 67). As previously
mentioned, two wildcats were assigned to the domestic group
based on morphological variables (FS6812 and FS0317) as they
typically have domestic pelage phenotype (Table 2). If FS0317
appeared to be clearly a wildcat based on genetics (qik = 0.959),
FS6812 had a qik value very close to the threshold (0.892
slightly higher than the 0.870 threshold), suggesting that we
cannot rule out the fact it was a hybrid. In addition, two genetically deﬁned wildcats were reassigned to the hybrid class
(FS0301 and FS1813) because they showed doubtful modalities
for two of four pelage characters (Table 2). Overall, wildcats
were mostly well reassigned (RSR = 165/169 = 97.6%).
The ﬁrst axis of DAPCanat is clearly associated with the ﬁrst
axis of HSAanat so that the DF mainly used ci, ii and sps to discriminate. The overall reassignment success rate is slightly higher
J Zoolog Syst Evol Res (2014) 52(2), 154--162
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Table 2. Assignment errors in discriminant analysis of principal components (DAPC) analysis: individual ID; sex; age class (Juvenile/Adult); classiﬁcation with genetic, morphology and anatomy; individual qik scores; and morphological and anatomical values (FC: domestic like, FS: wildcat like, D:
doubtful)

ID

Sex

Age

Genetic
classiﬁcation

Morphological
classiﬁcation

Anatomical
classiﬁcation

FS0317
FS6812
FS0301
FS1813
FS39I
FS45C

M
M
M
F
M
F

J
A
A
A
A
A

Wild
Wild
Wild
Wild
Wild
Wild

Domestic
Domestic
Hybrid
Hybrid
Wild
Wild

Wild
Hybrid
Hybrid

qik

fc

ts

dl

fs

m

sps

ci

ii

0.959
0.892
0.986
0.917
0.932
0.977

FC
FC
FC
D
FS
FS

FC
FC
FS
FS
FS
FS

FC
FC
D
D
FS
FS

FC
FC
D
FS
FS
FS

Equilibrated
Equilibrated
Disequilibrated
Disequilibrated

Sinuous
Sinuous
Sinuous
Sinuous

2.31
2.10
2.33
2.25

2.59
2.91
2.70
2.51
2.58

‘-’: no data due to skull or intestine deterioration

than for DAPCmorpho and equals 76.5% (52 of 68), and the main
error type concerns again hybrid specimens reassigned to both
domestic and wildcat groups, but with a less magnitude than for
DAPCmorpho (14 of 19). Unfortunately, the two previous wildcats
assigned as domestic by DAPCmorpho were not in the anatomical
data set due to missing values (Table 2). Nonetheless, the
FS0317 specimen showed at least two typical anatomical criteria
of wildcat (intestinal index ii = 2.59; shape of the parietal suture
sps = sinuous, Fig. 1b), suggesting that it would have been well
classiﬁed by the DAPCanat. Of the two wildcats assigned to
hybrids by DAPCmorpho, FS1813 was unequivocally classiﬁed as
wildcat by DAPCanat, and FS0301 clearly showed both ci and ii
values typical of wildcat albeit been not in the anatomical data
set (Table 2). DAPCanat also misclassiﬁed two wildcat genotypes
(FS39I and FS45C, Table 2) due to their disequilibrated
mandible m even if it was not really a discriminating character
(Fig. 1b), and these two wildcats were well assigned by
DAPCmorpho (Table 2). For these two individuals, the posterior
probability of assignment to the hybrid class was very low and
almost equal to the probability of assignment to the wildcat class
(0.509 versus 0.489 for FS39I and 0.543 versus 0.454 for
FS45C) so that we cannot interpret their assignment based
on DAPCanat conﬁdently. DAPCanat performed better than
DAPCmorpho to reassign the hybrid specimens. Finally, genetically hybrids wrongly assigned to the domestic class by the
DAPCanat (n = 4, median = 0.126 [0.105–0.268]) showed lower
qik values (pairwise Wilcoxon test, p = 0.01) than genetically
hybrid wrongly assigned to the wildcat class [n = 10,
median = 0.708 (0.194–0.860)]. This underlined that only highly
introgressed hybrids (low qik values) are misclassiﬁed as domestic cats. On the contrary, no difference was observed (pairwise
Wilcoxon test, p = 0.86) between genetically hybrid correctly

assigned [n = 5, median = 0.58 (0.102–0.736)] and genetically
hybrids classiﬁed as wildcat, so that highly introgressed hybrids
(low qik values) might be identiﬁed as wildcats using anatomical
characters. Nonetheless, these results underlined the existence of
a continuum from wildcat to domestic in anatomical metrics,
especially ci and ii, as these two continuous characters are
clearly associated with the DF used in DAPCanat.
Performance of the cranial and intestinal indices to
disentangle hybrid from wildcat specimens
Disentangling hybrid from wildcat and domestic specimens
proved difﬁcult in both COIAs and DAPCs. From the genetic
point of view, hybrids are distributed more or less continuously
through the qik gradient. The only two continuous variables with
a high discriminating power are the cranial and the intestinal
indices. We thus linearly regressed both indices on qik values to
assess their reliability. Both indices were highly negatively correlated with qik (cranial index: R² = 60.7%, n = 127; intestinal
index: R² = 44.3% n = 232; all p-values < 10 4, Fig. 4). For the
cranial index, no wildcat was misclassiﬁed, whereas ﬁve were
misclassiﬁed using the intestinal index (Fig. 4). Error rates are
similar when classifying domestic cats. We counted two and ﬁve
misclassiﬁed domestic cats, respectively, for the cranial and
intestinal indices. Despite the negative relationships between
these two indices and qik, variation around the regression line is
high, and even specimens with low qik, that is, values lower than
0.5, showed cranial and intestinal indices typical of wildcats,
based on the thresholds of 2.67 and 3.17 deﬁned by Schauenberg
(1969, 1977). Hence, these threshold values above which the
indices classify specimens as wildcat are predicted from the
regression line for rather low values of qik: 0.473 and 0.466,

Fig. 4. Linear relationships between the metric of individual hybridization level (qik) and two continuous anatomical indices (cranial ci and intestinal
ii index). Vertical dashed lines are for the thresholds used to classify STRUCTURE groups (wild, domestic and hybrid cats). Horizontal dashed lines
are for the thresholds used to classify wild, domestic and hybrid cats based on cranial index ci and intestinal index ii (Schauenberg 1969, 1977).
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respectively, for the cranial and the intestinal indices. No specimen showed a cranial index in the range of the expected values
for hybrids (between 2.67 and 2.77, Schauenberg 1969, 1977),
so that based on the cranial index, hybrids are again strictly split
into both domestic and wildcat reference groups, whereas only
ﬁve specimens (four hybrids and one domestic) had intestinal
index typical of hybrids (between 3.17 and 3.26). Compared with
multivariate analysis, the power of cranial and intestinal indices
for distinguishing hybrid from wildcat specimens fell between
the power of DAPCmorpho and DAPCanat. The median qik value
of hybrids specimens erroneously assigned to the wildcat reference group is similar in all analytical approaches, and for example, all approaches fail to detect as hybrid a specimen with a
qik = 0.210.

Discussion
Conservation plans for European wildcats need a reliable tool for
identifying wildcats from hybrids and domestic cats in the ﬁeld.
In a comprehensive sample of road-killed animals collected over
the main area of presence in France (Say et al. 2012), we
recorded a set of morphological and anatomical characters that
we confronted to a genetic classiﬁcation of individuals into wild,
hybrid and domestic cats based on microsatellite markers (O’Brien et al. 2009; Say et al. 2012). Based on previous studies (e.g.
Yamaguchi et al. 2004; Kitchener et al. 2005; Krueger et al.
2009; Platz et al. 2011) and on our own study (O’Brien et al.
2009), those morphological and anatomical characters were
expected to provide good discrimination as they described body
size, pelage, cranial and intestinal anatomy. The ﬁrst step of our
approach was to validate this by investigating, through co-inertia
analysis, the correlation between morphological and anatomical
data and multilocus microsatellite data. As expected, both morphological and anatomical data set were well correlated with the
multilocus microsatellite data set, suggesting that those characters
capture the essential features of the genetic variability, anatomical characters performing slightly better than morphological ones.
In addition, the way those characters captured the genetic variability is in agreement with previous results (O’Brien et al.
2009) so that the derived genetic classiﬁcation performed with
STRUCTURE is well grasped by the ﬁrst HSA axes (Figs 2 and
3) and can be used as reference groups to investigate the reliability of both morphological and anatomical characters in identifying wildcat and domestic cats. The mean discriminating power of
the morphological and anatomical characters was nearly equivalent, with about 75% of correctly assigned specimens, with again
a slightly better performance of anatomical characters. However,
large disparities exist between the reassignment success rates calculated for the different genetic classes. The key ﬁndings are that
both morphological and anatomical set of characters correctly
reassigned almost all the wildcats (RSR = 165/169 = 97.6% and
RSR = 40/42 = 95.2%, respectively, for morphological and anatomical characters), whereas the discrimination of hybrids is dramatically low (RSR = 1/68 = 1.5% and RSR = 6/19 = 31.6%,
respectively, for morphological and anatomical characters).
On the ability to separate wildcat from domestic cats
As in previous recent morphological studies (e.g. Krueger et al.
2009; Platz et al. 2011), we identify a set of morphological and
anatomical characters that allowed to distinguish very well
domestic cats from wildcats. Except for a few cases (Table 2),
when a specimen is genetically a wildcat, we are able to assess it
based on either morphological, mainly pelage characters, or anatomical characters (ii, ci and sps mainly). Size effect between
wild and domestic cats was negligible, even after accounted for

sexual dimorphism, a pattern already shown in the study by
Krueger et al. (2009). Interestingly, discrimination was achieved
using morphological and anatomical characters easily measurable
in the ﬁeld or in the laboratory by trained experts. However,
some classiﬁcation errors occurred (genetically wildcat classiﬁed
as either domestic or hybrid by morphological and anatomical
characters, see results Table 2). For some of these specimens, the
qik threshold value used to genetically classify specimens might
be the main issue. Moreover, the ﬁrst axis of DAPCanat is associated with ci and ii, two continuous characters. From a conservation point of view, the main type of classiﬁcation error is more
insidious, however. Both morphological and anatomical characters may indeed classify some specimens as wildcat while being
genetically hybrids (Table 2). This point clearly underlined the
difﬁculty we, as other authors previously mentioned (Yamaguchi
et al. 2004; Krueger et al. 2009), have in distinguishing wildcat
from hybrids based only on morphology and anatomy.
On the difﬁculty to identify hybrid specimens
Hybrid identiﬁcation based on morphology was poor, mainly
because the doubtful modality in pelage characteristics is underrepresented: by far and large, specimens were forced to be classiﬁed as wild or domestic using the typical wildcat pelage as a
reference. Clearly, the pelage characteristics we recorded in the
ﬁeld are not precise enough to allow the discrimination of
hybrids. It would be interesting to establish a precise description
of the pelage on known wild and hybrid specimens to identify
possible key pelage characteristics.
Anatomical characters provided slightly better discrimination
than
morphological
characters
(RSR = 31.6%
versus
RSR = 1.5%, Fisher’s exact test p-value = 0.001), with cranial
and intestinal indices being the most discriminating characters
(Krueger et al. 2009; Platz et al. 2011). Taking advantage of the
greater number of genetically hybrids we had when compared
with previous studies (Krueger et al. 2009), we showed that both
indices were signiﬁcantly and linearly related to the continuous
proxy of the individual levels of introgression (Fig. 4). Schauenberg’s thresholds (Schauenberg 1969, 1977) were used satisfactorily to discriminate between wild and domestic specimens.
However, despite rather high R² values, a large variability
occurred that might correspond to highly introgressed specimens
having index values typical of wild specimens. We did not control for age (except juveniles less than 6 months), body mass and
sex in this analysis, and a part of the unexplained variability
might be attributed to these factors. In addition, this linear relationship implicitly implied that hybrids are morphologically halfway between both parents, but how hybridization and introgression average parental phenotypes on hybrids or lead to new morphologies remains largely unknown, especially in traits following
a complex multigenic determinism such as skull shape (Leamy
et al. 1999). Again, part of the unexplained variability might be
attributed to that point. Overall, the linear relationship between a
proxy of the individual level of introgression and a continuous
anatomical metrics of skull dimension is promising.
On the geographical variability in the reliability of using phenotype to infer genotype
Platz et al. (2011) underline that the strength of the morphological and anatomical differences between wild and domestic
specimen is geographically variable, likely due to the spatial variability in the level of introgression as well as to an east-western
morphological continuum. We calculated the coefﬁcient of difference (Mayr et al. 1953) for both the cranial index ci and the cranial volume cv to compare with those published in Krueger et al.
(2009) and Platz et al. (2011). Our estimates were lower
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(CDci = 1.65 and CDcv = 1.52 versus 2.28 and 2.44 in Slovakia
and 1.8 and 2.1 in Germany, respectively), strengthening the idea
of a large spatial variability in reliability of anatomical characters
for disentangling between classes. The discriminating value of
the cranial volume cv was difﬁcult to identify due to the overlap
between its distribution in wild and domestic specimens, but
should be around 36 cm3 (result not shown), a value closer to
the one in Slovakia than to the one in Germany. This particular
point is not in agreement with the east-western continuum suggested by Platz et al. (2011) and calls for pan-European
comparison of specimens.
Perspectives and conclusion
The reliability of anatomical and morphological characters for
distinguishing between domestic and wildcat specimens in the
laboratory and more interestingly in the ﬁeld was quite good.
However, our ability to identify genetically hybrid specimens
was very poor using this set of characters. This key point in conservation remains largely unsolved. The most promising direction
we identify comes from the relationship we found between a
continuous proxy of the individual level of introgression, which
avoids the problem of deﬁning genetic threshold to classify specimens in three classes, and a continuous anatomical metrics of
skull dimension. Enhancing the estimation of both variables in
this relationship through the use of more stringent and efﬁcient
molecular markers (e.g. diagnostic SNPs on nuclear DNA, Nussberger et al. 2013) together with modern geometric morphometric methods, using landmarks rather than skull dimension (Corti
1993; Slice 2007) will be our next step. This approach would
shed light on how cranial morphological variation arises due to
hybridization; that is, do hybrids show a ‘middle shape’, halfway between both parents, dampening subspecies delimitation or
a transgressive shape, not merely intermediate between parental
ones, generating new phenotypes (e.g. Renaud et al. 2012). In
addition, from diagnostic SNPs, we can expect a better identiﬁcation of hybrids. This would allow to extent our multivariate
approach, coupling co-inertia analysis and DAPC, to more than
two data sets. Relating anatomical and genetic variability
together with habitat variables, life-history traits and/or parasite
load would provide important insights into the ﬁtness consequences of hybridization and introgression.
Our study conﬁrms that the reliability of phenotypic information, that is, cranial index ci and cranial volume cv, to discriminate between the three groups of specimens is geographically
variable at the European scale. Indeed, their discriminating power
is itself geographically variable, and such variability is likely due
to different levels of introgression. Implication of this result is
important because managers should be cautious in transferring
thresholds or variables proven to be relevant in one place to their
own study site. Such geographical variability of discriminating
power is likely to occur in a broader taxonomic range. In that
general context, the multivariate approach used here is particularly useful in quickly identifying the most discriminating morphological and anatomical variables from a large data set in local
studies. Focusing on those characters only would help to grasp
more efﬁciently the processes underlying hybridization and introgression.
Finally, our sampling covered a vast geographical space
(north-eastern quarter of France), and this likely contained some
degrees of geographical variability, especially considering that
the wildcat is distributed in two subpopulations within this area
(Say et al. 2012). Ideally, geographical scales of studies need to
be the same for comparison and at the population scale, that is,
at a scale where behavioural interactions can arise. Despite these
local studies are needed, they often mean low sample size in rare
and elusive carnivores. In that broad context, it is of a prime
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importance for ecologists and wildlife managers involved in
wildcat conservation to think about a common analytical
approach using the same molecular markers, the same set of
morphological and anatomical characters and a sampling design
(deﬁnition of parental population, recovery of dead animals,
design for hair trapping) that could be applied in different places
in future studies.
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